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Abstract. The basic physics and recent progresses in theoretical and particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulation studies of particle acceleration in multi-island magnetic reconnection are briefly
reviewed. Particle acceleration in multi-island magnetic reconnection is considered a plausible
mechanism for the acceleration of energetic particles in solar flares and the solar wind.
Theoretical studies have demonstrated that such a mechanism can produce the observed power-
law energy distribution of energetic particles if the particle motion is sufficiently randomized in
the reconnection event. However, PIC simulations seem to suggest that the first-order Fermi
acceleration mechanism is unable to produce a power-law particle energy distribution function
in mildly relativistic multi-island magnetic reconnections. On the other hand, while simulations
of highly relativistic reconnections appear to be able to produce a power-law energy spectra, the
spectral indices obtained are generally harder than the soft power-law spectra with indices ∼ −5
commonly observed in the solar wind and solar flare events. In addition, the plasma heating due
to kinetic instabilities in 3D magnetic reconnection may “thermalize” the power-law particles,
making it even more difficult for multi-island reconnections to generate a power-law spectrum.
We discuss the possible reasons that may lead to these problems.
1. Introduction
Magnetic reconnection (MR) is believed to be an essential process for particle energization in
magnetospheric substorms [1, 2, 3], solar wind [4, 5], and solar flares [6, 7, 4, 8], and is drawing
increasing interests in its possible roles in astrophysical phenomena such as the launching of the
solar wind [9, 10], γ-ray flares in the Crab Nebula [11, 12] or pulsar nebulae in general, and
γ-ray bursts [13, 12].
The mechanisms of particle acceleration in space and astrophysical plasma is still not fully
understood [14]. We need to understand how particles gain energy and how the observed power-
law energy distribution f(W ) = W−α (α > 0) is produced [4, 15]. Two types of acceleration
mechanisms, namely, the first and second order Fermi acceleration (Fig. 1), form the foundation
of most of the current models. In 1949, Fermi proposed the first acceleration mechanism for
the acceleration of cosmic rays [16]. In essence fast particles move among wandering magnetic
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fields in space and spiral around the lines of force until they collide with an irregular moving
magnetic cloud and are reflected. On average the particles have an energy gain in each reflection,
proportional to the second order of the velocity ratio, i.e., δW = (V/c)2W , where V is the
average velocity of magnetic clouds, and hence this mechanism is called the second order
Fermi acceleration. The randomness of moving magnetic clouds leads to a power-law energy
distribution. The second acceleration mechanism concerns the diffusive shock acceleration
[17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. The particles are accelerated as they are bounced back and forth between
the downstream and upstream of shock waves and energy gain in each crossing is proportional
to the first order of V/c, where V is the velocity of shock waves, and hence the mechanism
is called first order Fermi-acceleration. The particles are scattered during crossings by plasma
turbulence generated by the shock, resulting in a power-law energy distribution.
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Figure 1: Illustration of 2nd and 1st order Fermi-acceleration in astrophysical media and shock
waves.
Observations of substorms and solar flares show that particles are commonly accelerated
during MR [22, 4, 15], but the acceleration process involved is complex and diverse [23, 24]. In
MR the released magnetic energy predominantly transfers to the electromagnetic energy flux,
the thermal energy flow, and the kinetic energy of plasma outflow or the bulk motion [25, 26]
(Fig. 2). It is suggested that plasma outflow is accelerated either by the inductive reconnection
electric field, such as the perpendicular electric field V = −cE×B/B2, the parallel electric field
[27, 23, 28, 29, 30], or by the gradient/curvature of magnetic field induced drifts [31, 32, 33].
The ohmic heating and wave-particle interactions generated by instabilities and turbulence lead
to the conversion to thermal energy [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. The bulk acceleration from MR can
not produce a power-law energy distribution. Turbulent heating generated by instabilities does
commonly produce a non-Maxwellian velocity distribution function through Landau damping
or nonlinear wave-particle interactions, such as phase mixing by electron holes, but a power-law
energy distribution is not a common feature [41, 31, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. To solve this problem, a
first-order Fermi-acceleration in multi-island MR was proposed [47]. This model assumes that
particles are repeatedly accelerated by the randomly distributed magnetic islands generated by
in#low
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Figure 2: Left: Illustration of magnetic reconnection x-line. The shaded blue area is the diffusion
region, where charged particles and the magnetic field decouple. Right: Illustration of patchy
magnetic reconnection. Solid line: the stochastic wandering of magnetic field lines resulting in
particle penetration of magnetic islands (from Galeev, 1986 [40]).
tearing instability [48, 49].
Tearing instability is driven by the magnetic shear in current sheets and can be triggered
when the width of current sheet becomes close to ion inertial scale. MR driven by tearing
instability is thus called spontaneous MR [40]. Tearing instability produces multiple magnetic
islands and the coalescence of islands lead to stochastic wandering of magnetic field lines and
percolation of islands [50, 51, 52], and spontaneous MR is therefore also called patchy MR
(Fig. 2). The stochastic motion of particles caused by the coalescence of islands may result
in the power-law energy distribution in principle, which is the essential element in the multi-
islands MR acceleration model [47, 53, 54]. However, particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations carried
by several groups show that similar to shock acceleration, multi-island MR also faces an injection
problem. It is found that for extreme relativistic cases with Lorentz factor γ  1 and extremely
magnetized plasma with B2/4pimc2  1, a power-law energy distribution function can be
obtained [55, 56, 57, 58]; but for mildly relativistic cases with γ ∼ 1 and B2/4pimc2 ∼ 1, a power-
law energy distribution is difficult to achieve, particularly for energetic electrons [44, 45, 46],
although in some simulations electrons with lower energy at a few specific regions develop a
power-law energy distribution [31, 59, 33].
Since energetic particles accelerated in heliophysics and solar physics are mildly relativistic,
the injection problem in multi-island MR acceleration is a serious issue for the mechanism to be
applied to particle acceleration in solar flares. This paper discusses progresses and problems in
the study of multi-island MR acceleration in the past decade. The basic physics of the multi-
island MR acceleration is introduced, the progress and unsolved problems are described, and
then we present a summary of the main points and conclusions.
2. Particle Acceleration in Multi-island Magnetic reconnection
The basic picture of multi-island MR is schematically shown in Fig. 3. The size of the islands
varies from electron to ion-scales. Opposite directed magnetic fields between neighbouring
islands develop localized MR. These small scale MR events can be triggered by turbulence due
to the twists and braids of magnetic flux tubes. In large-scale MRs such as those associated with
solar flares, plasmoids generated by current-driven instabilities such as the tearing instability
cFigure 3: Left Panel: a) Diagram showing volume-filing islands driven by a tearing instability around the
magnetic field reversal region. b) PIC simulation of island formation during magnetic reconnection. jez is the
out-of-plane current sheet. (From Drake, Swisdak, Che & Shay, Nature, 2006 [47].) Right Panel: c) a cartoon
of a locally oppositely directed magnetic field (lines with arrows) in neighbouring islands experiencing magnetic
reconnection (Zank et. al. 2014 [53]).
fill the magnetic field reversal region. In multi-island MR, beside the acceleration produced by
reconnection induced electric field, the contraction and merging of the islands also lead to the
acceleration of particles [47, 59, 60, 53, 61, 62, 63].
2.1. Acceleration via Contraction of Magnetic Islands in Magnetic Reconnection
To illustrate how island contraction accelerates electrons, let’s consider a 2D anti-parallel MR in
the xy plane. Without external forces, an elongated magnetic island will gradually become round
due to its internal magnetic tension. This effect is illustrated in a 2D simulation in Fig. 4 (a, b).
Initially the magnetic island is a very narrow ellipse, and later it becomes a circle with radius
r. In this process, the magnetic flux ψ is approximately conserved such that Bx,aa ≈ Bx,br,
where Bx,a and Bx,b are the magnetic field as shown in panels (a) and (b), respectively. In
an incompressible plasma, the volume of the magnetic island is conserved, so that piab = pir2.
The perimeter of magnetic island decreases during this process. The perimeter l of an eclipse
approximately is l ≈ pi(a + b)(1 + 3h/(10 + √4− 3h)) > pi(a + b) ≥ 2pi√ab = 2pir, thus the
perimeter decrease as the island evolves from eclipse to round — a reason we call the contraction
of island.
The loss of magnetic energy 4 can be estimated by [53]:
4 = b− a
b
a, (1)
where a = piabB
2
x,a is the initial magnetic energy stored in the island.
In the simulation in Fig. 4 (a, b), the temperature of the trapped electrons has increased
as the island contracts, indicating the magnetic energy is converted to the kinetic and thermal
energy of particles. It should be noted that the volume of the magnetic island is generally
not conserved and magnetic energy can accumulate during contraction. During the contraction,
electrons are accelerated in directions both parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. The
detailed derivation of the acceleration process can be found in [47] and [53]. Here we describe
the basic picture.
The trapped electrons circulate along the magnetic field lines of the contracting islands and
gain energy in each circle (Fig. 4 (c, d) ). Since the island contraction is relatively slow, the
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Figure 4: Left Panel: a 2D simulation of a squashed magnetic flux bubble. Right Panel: Test particle orbit and
the sudden energy gain of electrons at the ends of island due to the curvature drift. (From Drake, Swisdak, Che
& Shay, Nature, 2006 [47]).
second adiabatic invariant J = me
∮
v‖ds ∼ mev‖l implies
dv‖
dt
= −v‖
1
l
dl
dt
. (2)
Here v‖ is the parallel velocity of a single electron, ds is the displacement along magnetic
field lines, and l is the perimeter of the magnetic island. Since dl/dt < 0 due to contraction,
dv‖/dt > 0, and the trapped electrons are accelerated as they bounce inside the island.
The first adiabatic invariant µ = mev
2
⊥/2B = constant and the conservation of magnetic flux
ψ ∼ Bl describe the electron acceleration in the perpendicular direction:
dv2⊥
dt
=
v2⊥
B
dB
dt
,
dB
dt
= −Bdl
dt
. (3)
Again since dl/dt < 0, dv2⊥/dt > 0. This energy gain process is shown in a test particle simulation
(Fig. 4 (d, e)). In panel (d) we see that the electron energy jumps when the electron arrives
at each endpoint of the magnetic island. The perpendicular velocity, i.e. the gyration velocity
abruptly increases as v‖ slightly decreases, implying that the energy transfer is from the parallel
to perpendicular.
Assume the velocity of contraction of an island with perimeter l is Vl = dl/dt, both Eq. (3)
& (2) can be rewritten in the form of
dW
dt
∝ Vl
c
1
τc
W, (4)
where W = mev
2/2 and τc = l/c. Thus the contraction of island is in essence a 1st order Fermi
acceleration.
The changing of curvature of magnetic islands can accelerate particles in the perpendicular
direction, especially, at the ends of islands (Fig.4), as the particles trapped within magnetic
islands and slowly spiral along magnetic field lines, i.e. v‖  v⊥. The curvature drift is
vc =
mv2‖
eB
b× (b · ∇b), (5)
where b = B/B. The curvature drift contributes to the perpendicular velocity. Once v⊥ is
sufficiently large, the particle can escape the trap of magnetic island and migrate to another
magnetic island.
Figure 5: Left Ulysses observations. The vertical gray lines show the regions where we have
observed (using a Grad-Sharafnov reconstruction technique) the presence of magnetic islands.
Middle: The comparison of theoretical (dashed) and observational (solid) particle flux. Right:
The comparison of theoretical (solid) and observational (dotted) differential intensity spectrum.
(Zhao, Zank et al. 2018 [65])
2.2. Acceleration via Merging of Magnetic Islands
The merging of islands produces localized MR (Fig. 3). For simplicity, we first neglect the
reconnection electric field so that the first and second adiabatic invariants hold. Following
Fermo et al. [64], let’s assume two round islands with initial areas A1 and A2, which are merged
into a single island with area Af = A1 + A2. The circumference of the merged island satisfies
l = (l21 + l
2
2)
1/2 < l1 + l2, which implies that the dl/dt < 0 in Eq. (2). Consequently, the merging
leads to the electron acceleration in the parallel direction.
During merging, the magnetic flux from the two islands is not additive but is equal to the
larger of the two initial fluxes, max(ψ1, ψ2) [64, 53]. Before merging, the total magnetic energy
of the two islands is Wi = B
2
1pil
2
1 + B
2
2pil
2
2 = pi(ψ
2
1 + ψ
2
2). The magnetic energy of the merged
island Wf = pimax(ψ1, ψ2)
2 < Wi. Thus merging of islands is an alternative path to efficiently
dissipate magnetic energy and accelerate electrons in the parallel direction. If we consider the
localized electric field caused by the reconnections, part of the magnetic energy is transferred to
the kinetic energy of electrons via electric field acceleration.
2.3. First-order Fermi Acceleration and Power-Law Energy Distribution
The MR electric field accelerate particles via dv/dt = q/mδE. In the contraction and merging
of islands, first and second adiabatic invariants and magnetic flux are approximately conserved
and causes parallel and perpendicular acceleration. To obtain a power-law particle energy
distribution, particles must experience sufficient stochastic motion. If the contraction of multi-
islands acceleration dominates, particles are scattered by randomly distributed magnetic island
or turbulence, then the acceleration is a first-order Fermi-acceleration. Zank et al. studied how
various acceleration mechanisms in multi-island MR driven by tearing instability contribute to
the index of power-law energy distribution.
By expanding the 6D Liouville equation, Zank et al. [53] obtain:
∂f
∂t
+ v · ∂f
∂x
+
FL
m
· ∇vf = δf
δt
)
s
−(F− FL)
m
· ∇vf − f∇v · (F
m
), (6)
where F ≡ FL + Fc + Fm + FE, FL = v × B/c is the Lorentz force, Fc is the force caused
by the contraction of islands, Fm is the force caused by the merging of islands, and FE is the
force caused by localized reconnection inductive electric field δE. While the Lorentz force is
a function of v, it can be shown that ∇v(v × B) = 0. On the other hand, ∇v · Fc/m = 2ηc,
∇v · Fm/m = ηm − ηm = 0. The pitch-angle scattering term is assumed to have the simplest
possible form δf/δt)s = ∂((1/τs)(1 − µ2)(∂f/∂µ))/∂µ, where µ = cos θ is the cosine of the
particle pitch angle. τs ∼ Ω = eB/m is the characteristic time-scale of pitch angle scattering.
Zank et al. [53] considered the MR acceleration in a super-Alfve´nic flow, e.g., the solar wind.
In this case, the convective flow velocity term typically is much larger than the corresponding
advective Alfve´nic velocity, allowing the latter term to be safely neglected in the transport
formulation. To eliminate the electric field E = −U×B due to the flow bulk motion, we rewrite
the equation in the plasma flow frame using v ≡ c+U. Averaging Eq. (6) over the gyro-angle,
expanding the gyrophase-averaged distribution function f by Legendre polynomials, then the
Laplace transformation yields a general solution for a nearly isotropic particle distribution in
the steady state of Eq. (6):
f(x, c/c0) =
n0
8pic20vE
(
c
c0
)−(3+ME+2τdiff/(3τc)M
2
E)/2 exp(−2τdiff
3τc
ME
x
Ldiff
)I0(Φ)×
H[ln(
c
c0
)]×H[ln( c
c0
) +
2
ME
x
Ldiff
], (7)
Φ = [
τdiff
3τc
M2E(MA − 3 +
τdiff
3τc
M2E)]
1/2 × [(ln(c/c0)2 + 4
ME
ln(c/c0)
x
Ldiff
]1/2,
where τc ≡ 1/ηc is the contraction time, τdiff = κ/U2 is the diffusion time, Ldiff = κ/U is the
diffusion length, ME = U/vE and vE is the reconnection electric field accelerated velocity; I0
is the modified Bessel function of order 0 and H(x) is the Heaviside step function. We can see
that the velocity power-law index depends on ME and τdiff/τc. ME is a unique quantity in MR
due to the formation of particle beams. Eq. (7) has successfully explained the enhancement of
energetic particle flux produced at the downstream of a shock at 5 AU by multi-island model
[65] (Fig.5). If we consider only magnetic island contraction, the steady-state solution yield a
velocity power-law with index α = 3[1 + τc/(8τdiff )] [53], implying the longer diffusion time
produces a harder power-law.
3. Outstanding Issues in the Current Studies of Multi-island Magnetic
Reconnection
Analytical studies [66, 53, 61, 62, 63, 54] have shown that a power-law particle energy distribution
can be achieved in multi-island MR if the motion of particles can be well randomized. However,
in PIC simulations how to produce a power-law particle energy distribution remains a main
issue, especially, how to reproduce the observed power-law spectra found in both solar flares
and solar wind. PIC simulations [67, 55, 68, 57, 69] that have successfully produced power-
law energy spectra have assumed extreme relativistic conditions with typical Lorentz factors
γ ∼ 100 to 103, and magnetic field ∼ 1012 G (the corresponding ratio of electron gyro-frequency
and plasma frequency is Ωce/ωpe ∼ 100). These simulations may not be relevant to the bulk of
energetic electrons in the solar corona and solar wind whose velocities are typically 0.2c− 0.5c
(γ ∼ 1.02 − 1.3) and magnetization Ωce/ωpe < 1. PIC simulations with similar system sizes
but essentially non-relativistic were so far unable to generate the power-law energy spectrum
[44, 45, 46]. As an example, we show the electron energy distribution functions obtained from
PIC simulations carried by two independent groups in Fig. 6.
It is unclear why mildly relativistic PIC simulations fail to produce the power-law energy
distribution. One possible reason is that it is easier for highly relativistic particles to escape
from the trapping of a single magnetic island and hence the particles can interact with many
different islands. The repetitive acceleration of the particles in different islands makes the motion
of particles more stochastic. In mildly relativistic PIC simulations, particles are confined in the
topology on transport is reflected in the spatial distribution
of the most energetic particles [shown in Figs. 6(a) and
6(b)]. These particles occupy narrow bands well inside the
islands in the 2D simulation, but are distributed throughout
the reconnecting region in the 3D simulation. The most effi-
cient electron acceleration regions are near the X-lines and at
the ends of islands [Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)]. In the 2D system,
trapped energetic particles are unable to access these regions,
FIG. 5. Results for configuration SL:
3D (green) and 2D (red). (a) Energetic
spectra at Xcit¼ 0 (black, dotted), 50
(dashed), and 125 (solid). Few ener-
getic electrons are generated in the 2D
system after Xcit¼ 50. (b) Average
energy gain due to Fermi acceleration
(red) and Ek (blue) in simulation 4a at
Xcit¼ 100. (c) Parallel and perpendicu-
lar momentum spectra at Xcit¼ 0, 125.
FIG. 6. Results for configuration SL: 3D (left) and 2D (right) at Xcit¼ 100 in the plane z¼ 0. (a) and (b) Parallel energy density for electrons with
! > 0:5mec2. (c) and (d) Field-line contraction rate uE " j. (e) and (f) Fermi acceleration for electrons with ! > 0.5mec2. The similarity between (c) and (e)
reflects the nearly uniform spatial distribution of the energetic electrons in the reconnecting region. Dashed boxes outline one X-line in each panel.
092110-6 Dahlin, Drake, and Swisdak Phys. Plasmas 24, 092110 (2017)
for σ ¼ 400, and 24di for σ ¼ 1600 in order to satisfy
Ui < c. All simulations used more than 100 particles per
cell for each species, employed periodic boundary con-
ditions in the x and y directions, and in the z direction used
conducting boundaries for the fields and reflecting for
the particles. A long-wavelength perturbation [22] with
Bz ¼ 0.03B0 is included to initiate reconnection.
Simulation results.—Figure 1 contrasts some key results
from 2D and 3D simulations with σ ¼ 100 and domain size
Lx × Lz ¼ 300di × 194di. (Ly ¼ 300di for the 3D simu-
lation.) Panel (a) shows the current density at ωpet ¼ 375
in the 2D simulation. Because of the secondary tearing
instability, several fast-moving secondary plasmoids
develop along the central region and merge to form larger
plasmoids [22]. Panel (b) shows an isosurface of current
density colored by J · E at ωpet ¼ 375 from the 3D
simulation. As the initial guide field is expelled outward
from the central region, the kink instability [23] develops
and interacts with the tearing mode, leading to a turbulent
evolution [24]. Previous studies have suggested different
predictions concerning the influence of σ on the reconnec-
tion rate [25–29]. In this Letter, the reconnection rate is
observed to increase with σ fromErec ∼ 0.03B0 for σ ¼ 1 to
Erec ∼ 0.22B0 for σ ¼ 1600. Although the 2D and 3D
simulations appear quite different, the energy conversion
and particle energization are surprisingly similar. Panel
(c) compares the evolution of magnetic energy EB, plasma
kinetic energy Ek, and energy in relativistic particles with
γ > 4. In both cases, about 20% of the magnetic energy
is converted into kinetic energy of relativistic particles.
Figure 1(d) compares the energy spectra at various times.
The most striking feature is that a hard power-law spectrum
with index p ∼ 1.35 forms in both 2D and 3D runs. In the
inset, the energy spectrum for all particles in the 3D
simulation at ωpet ¼ 700 is shown by the red line. The
low-energy portion can be fitted by a Maxwellian distri-
bution (black line) and the nonthermal part resembles a
power-law distribution (blue line) starting at γ ∼ 2, with an
exponential cutoff apparent for γ ≳ 100. The nonthermal
part contains ∼25% of particles and ∼95% of the kinetic
energy. The maximum particle energy is predicted approx-
imately using the reconnecting electric field mec2γmax ¼R jqErecjcdt until the gyroradius is comparable to the
system size. Although we observe a strong kink instability
in the 3D simulations, the energy conversion and particle
energy spectra are remarkably similar to the 2D results,
indicating the 3D effects are not crucial for understanding
the particle acceleration. Since there is more freedom to
vary the parameters in 2D simulations, in the rest of this
Letter we focus on this limit.
In Fig. 2, we present more analysis for the acceleration
mechanism using the case with σ ¼ 100 and Lx × Lz ¼
600di × 388di. Panel (a) shows the energy as a function of
the x position of four accelerated particles. The electrons
gain energy by bouncing back and forth within the
reconnection layer. Upon each cycle, the energy gain is
Δγ ∼ γ, which demonstrates that the acceleration mecha-
nism is a first-order Fermi process [11,30]. To show this
more rigorously, we have tracked the energy change of all
the particles in the simulation and contributions from the
parallel electric field (mec2Δγ ¼
R
qv∥E∥dt) and curvature
drift acceleration (mec2Δγ ¼
R
qvcurv ·E⊥dt) similar to
[31], where vcurv ¼ γv2∥ðb × ðb ·∇ÞbÞ=Ωce, v∥ is the par-
ticle velocity parallel to the magnetic field, and b ¼ B=jBj.
Panel (b) shows the averaged energy gain and the
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
FIG. 1 (color online). Results from 2D and 3D PIC simulations
with σ ¼ 100. (a) Current density from 2D simulation at
ωpet ¼ 375. (b) x-z cut of current density and an isosurface of
current density with color-coded J ·E normalized using
n0mec2ωpe at ωpet ¼ 375. (c) Evolution of magnetic energy
EB, total kinetic energy Ek, and kinetic energy carried by
relativistic particles with γ > 4. (d) Evolution of particle energy
spectra from 2D and 3D simulations. (Inset) Energy spectrum
from the 3D simulation at ωpet ¼ 700.
PRL 113, 155005 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
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Figure 6: Left Power-law electron energy distribution from highly relativistic PIC simulation;
Guo et al.[55]. Right: Non-power law electron nergy distribution from mildly relativistic PIC
simulation; Dahlin et al.[46].
magnetic islands for a relatively long period of time and particle transport among magnetic
islands is slow. For example, in the PIC simulation by Drake et al.[47], the average time for
an electron to be confined in the magnetic island is about 30 Ω−1i (see Fig. 4, right panel).
For a simulation domain of about 200 di, the maximum length of the simulation free from
complications caused by boundary condi ion is about 200 Ω−1. The mean number of islands an
electron c n interact with during the whole simulation is only about 7, which may be too small
to randomize the electron population.
Another problem with current PIC simulations is that none can produce the observed steep
power-law above the spectral break in flare energetic electrons (Fig. 7) [70, 71, 72, 4, 73]. The
typical energy spectral index obtained in the aforementioned relativistic simulations is ∼ −1.3,
which is close to the observed index below the spectral break (∼ 50−100 keV), but far from the
index −3.9 ± 0.9 above the break. This index can not match the observed energy spectrum of
superhalo electrons in the solar wind with a index ∼ −3. According to the steady-state solution
from Zank et al. [53], the hard power-law is likely a result of long diffusion time. The softer
power-law spectra in solar flares and solar wind indicates particle transport is likely very fast.
Most of the aforementioned simulations are conducted in 2D. In 3D MR, it is almost
unavoidable that various kinetic instabilities are triggered. This results in plasma heating that
may suppress the generation of a power-law energy distribution function [59, 45, 46, 74]. How
to reconcile this issue with the observed power-law spectra is probably the key to understand
particle acceleration in solar flares and solar wind.
4. Summary and Conclusion
Contraction of multi-island during MR is an emerging mechanism for particle acceleration in
space and astrophysics [47, 4, 53]. In the past decade extensive analytic l and numerical studi s
have been carried out. The followings are the main points of this paper:
• The acceleration from contraction of magnetic island during MR is proportional to the
first-order of Vl/c, where Vl is the contraction velocity of the island [47].
• Particles attain a power-law energy distribution f(W ) ∝ W−α through repetitive
interactions with multiple islands. Therefore, this mechanism is a first-order Fermi-
acceleration. Analytical studies show that the contribution from contraction to the index of
power-law α is related to the ratio of contraction time and particle diffusion time τc/τdiff ,
implying longer diffusion time leads to a harder power-law [53].
a b c
Figure 7: a) The quiet-time electron velocity distribution function f(v) at 1AU; b) the flux spectrum. a) and
b) are obtained from the solar wind observation of Wang et. al.[75]. The electron energy ranges from ∼ 9 eV to
∼ 200 eV as measured by WIND (black) and STEREO (green) A (green) and B (red) on 2006 December 6. The
solid lines represent the fit by a sum of a Maxwellian and a Kappa distribution to the solar wind core and halo
distribution and a power-law fit to the superhalo. In panel (b), the blue diamonds/curves represent the electron
flux spectra of the interplanetary electrons at 0.2-2 MeV and galactic cosmic ray at ∼ 30 MeV-1 TeV. Panel c)
is a broken power-law energy spectrum fit to the data (blue line) from the paper by S. Krucker, 2007[71].
• PIC simulations can produce a power-law in highly relativistic MR events [55], but fail to
produce a power-law energy distribution in mildly relativistic MR, which is more relevant
to particle acceleration in solar wind and solar flares [46].
• In addition, the power-law energy distribution function obtained by highly relativistic PIC
simulations is so far too hard (α ∼ 1−2) to explain the energetic particle energy distribution
observed in the solar wind (α ∼ 5) and solar flares.
• The apparent contradiction between analytical calculations and the PIC simulations implies
that the assumption of the particle diffusion time in multi-island MR is long, which may
explain the hard power-law in relativistic MR acceleration simulations, but in mildly
relativistic MR accelerations in solar flares and solar wind, the diffusion time is likely to be
much shorter. What can cause such short diffusion time is the subject of future studies.
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